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Abstract

Broadcast operations on recon�gurable meshes that

only use column or row buses of known lengths

are easily simulated by constrained recon�gurable

meshes that restrict the lengths of bus components

to a practical number of bus segments in a single

cycle� Frequently� however� recon�gurable mesh al�

gorithms make use of arbitrarily shaped and sized

non�branching buses� This paper presents an opti�

mal single source and an e�cient multiple source

broadcasting procedure for arbitrary linear buses un�

der the constrained recon�gurable mesh model�

� Introduction

Massively parallel architectures with recon�gurable
communication networks have recently been pro�
posed� investigated and prototyped ��� ��	 A com�
mon feature of such architectures is the ability of
their processors to set local switches such that inter�
processor wires are connected to form communica�
tion buses	 A packet of data can then be broadcast
in constant time on a bus component independent
of its size or length	 Investigation of bus delays
has indicated that the broadcast delay is small� but
that it cannot be correctly modelled by a constant
that is independent of the bus size �
�	

Beresford�Smith et al ��� proposed the k�con�

strained recon�gurable mesh to model propagation
delays more realistically	 In this model� propa�
gation delay on a segment of the bus that con�
nects two neighbouring processors is modelled by
a constant and only algorithms that con�gure the
bus system into components with sizes bounded
by k segments are permitted	 Beresford�Smith et
al ���� and more recently ElGindy ���� presented al�
gorithms for sorting� planar convex hull and sparse
matrix multiplication for k�constrained recon�g�
urable meshes	 The nature of the sorting and the
convex hull problems allowed for the design of al�
gorithms that need to broadcast on horizontal or
vertical bus components of length k only ���	 River
broadcasting was proposed in ��� to allow for the
ecient implementation of multiple broadcasts on

arbitrarily long linear bus components	 However�
each component was restricted to form either a
vertical or a horizontal bus	

In this paper we address the problem of per�
forming broadcast operations on linear bus compo�
nents of arbitrary shape and length� which is a re�
occurring operation in algorithms designed for the
recon�gurable mesh architecture ���	 A detailed
description of the k�constrained recon�gurable mesh
model and permitted broadcast operations is given
in the following section	 In section �� we present
a procedure for broadcasting data from a single
source on linear bus components	 We discuss the
implementation of an ecient procedure for per�
forming multiple broadcasts on linear bus com�
ponents in section �� and conclude with general
remarks and future research directions	

� The Model

A recon�gurable mesh of size m � n� consists of
m rows and n columns of processing elements ar�
ranged in a grid� as in Figure �	 Each processor
is connected to its immediate neighbours to the
north� south� east and west� when present� and has
four similarly labeled I�O ports through which it
can communicate with its neighbours	
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Figure �� A recon�gurable mesh of size �� �	

Each PE has control over a local set of short�
circuit switches that allow the four I�O ports to
be connected together in any combination	 The �




possible connection con�gurations are depicted in
Figure �	
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Figure �� Recon�gurable mesh connection con�g�
urations	

The processors operate synchronously� in one
machine cycle performing an arithmetic� logic or
control operation� setting a connection con�gura�
tion� and sending �receiving� a datum to �from�
each I�O port	 Each processor possesses a constant
number of ��logmn��bit word registers allowing
it to identify itself	 Processors are numbered from
P��� in the north�western corner� to Pm���n�� in
the south�eastern corner	

When a connection is set� signals received by
a port are simultaneously available to any port
connected to it	 For example� if processors connect
their northern and southern I�O ports by closing
the appropriate switches as in the con�guration �
NS� E� W �� data �broadcast� onto the �column
bus� can be read by all of the processors in a col�
umn	 The model allows concurrent reading from a
bus� requires exclusive writing to a bus� and usually
assumes a constant time communication delay on
arbitrarily long connected bus components	 Unfor�
tunately� this constant propagation delay model is
infeasible for a number of reasons	 Due to the �nite
resistance and capacitance per unit wire length�
signals need to be regenerated to ensure accurate
detection� and the time to broadcast a signal along
the wire is proportional to the square of its length	
The speed of light and the clock frequency of the

machine also limit the number of processors that
can be reached by a signal in one cycle	 To account
for these limits� Beresford�Smith et al ��� modelled
the propagation delay on a bus segment connecting
adjoining processors as a constant� and proposed
a k�constrained recon�gurable mesh model that
limits the length of connected bus components to
at most k bus segments	

A recon�gurable mesh algorithmthat uses buses
of arbitrary sizes can be simulated on the k�con�
strained model� where signals propagate at least
k bus segments in one machine cycle	 In the fol�
lowing sections we present protocols for the e�
cient simulation of both single and multiple source
broadcasts on arbitrarily shaped linear buses	

Throughout this paper we make the following
assumptions�

�	 Signals are regenerated at every processor and
are guaranteed to travel at least k bus seg�
ments in a clock cycle� where k � �	

�	 Each node may� within one cycle� communi�
cate with its immediate neighbours in the bus
component to exchange the values that ar�
rived on their bus ports in order to determine
whether or not they received a signal� with or
without corruption as a result of con�ict	

�	 If multiple nodes write the same value to a bus
component� then it will be received without er�
ror by all nodes connected by the component	

�	 A seperate network is used for the distribu�
tion of instructions to the processing elements	
Such control networks are common in existing
massively parallel machines such as the Mas�
Par ��� and CM�
 ���	

� Single source broadcast

A re�occuring sequence of operations in recon�g�
urable mesh algorithms is to partition the bus sys�
tem of the recon�gurable mesh by forming disjoint
bus components and to broadcast a data item or a
control message in each component	 In this section
we sketch an ecient procedure for implementing
the broadcast operation in algorithms that permit
exactly one processor� called speaker� to write to
each component	 Our procedure runs in O� l

k
� n

k
�

cycles� where l is the length of the longest formed
bus component and the size of the mesh is n � n	
This is the best possible in the worst case	

Our procedure for simulating a broadcast oper�
ation on a k�constrained recon�gurable mesh pro�
ceeds in three stages	 The �rst is an initialisa�
tion stage during which the two terminal proces�
sors in each bus component are identi�ed� and non�
terminal processors set their switches to form a lin�
ear bus	 The second stage performs the broadcast



operation on the individul bus components� and
terminates with the arrival of the message from
the speaker at the terminal processors	 This stage
proceeds in l

k
steps	 During each step a message

travels at least k bus segments	 At each step�
each processor communicates with its neighbours
to identify the last processor� called repeater � to
receive the message� and the repeater re�transmits
the message	 In the third� and �nal� stage terminal
processors cooperate in establishing the completion
of the broadcasting operation	 This is performed
through a two level process that con�rms the ar�
rival of messages at terminal processors in each
row and then collects the con�rmation in the left�
most column of the k�constrained recon�gurable
mesh	 The idea is that the rightmost processor in
each row attempts to broadcast a message	 Non�
terminal nodes set their switches to � N� S� EW �	
Terminal nodes initially set their switches to � N�
S� E� W �� and then change to � N� S� EW � upon
arrival of the message from the speaker in their own
bus component	 A similar procedure is performed
on the left�most column with each processor acting
as a terminal processor� and processor Pn�� writing
a special control message� TERMINATE� on its
northern port	 The broadcast operation is con�
sidered complete upon the arrival of the TERMI�
NATE message at processor P���	

The �rst stage requires a constant number of
steps� while the second stage requires l

k
steps� and

the third stage requires n
k
steps to complete	 We

schedule the individual steps in the second and
third stages to proceed in alternating cycles	 This
is essential since the length of the longest bus com�
ponent� l� is not known in advance	 Therefore the
total running time of the procedure is O� l

k
� n

k
�

steps in the worst case as previously stated	

� Multiple source broadcasts

In this section we sketch an ecient procedure
for implementing the broadcast operation when an
arbitrary number of processors� including none� are
permitted to write to each bus component	 The
main idea is to employ the river�broadcasting pro�
cedure introduced in ��� to broadcast a number of
messages� originating from di�erent processors� on
a linear bus in a chosen direction	 The algorithm
runs in time O�m� l

k
� logk� n

k
�� where m is the

number of speakers� l is the length of the longest
bus component� and the size of the mesh is n � n	
Broadcasting the messages to all processors on the
linear bus can then be accomplished through two
river broadcasting operations	

For the sparse matrix multiplication problem in
���� choosing a direction to perform the river broad�
cast was simple	 The remainder of this section is
devoted to the description of a general procedure to
assign a direction to the various bus components	

Our solution for each bus component proceeds as
follows�

�	 Each of the two terminal nodes writes a unique
message on the bus	 The nodes ensure unique�
ness by incorporating their own label in the
message	 As in the second stage of the single
source broadcast procedure� the two messages
travel at least k bus segments in each cycle and
each node communicates with its neighbours
to check the status of the message	 A con�ict
is identi�ed when two adjacent nodes� say p

and q� detect that one of them has received a
corrupt value	

�	 When a con�ict is detected� the node with the
larger label q becomes idle	 The node with the
smaller label p breaks the bus and transmits
both messages to both sides	 The transmission
in both directions is necessary since p cannot
identify the source of the message that caused
the con�ict to occur	 The signal on one side
will reach the terminal node and will be ig�
nored� and the other will result in a con�ict	

�	 Both processors� now recognizing the source
of the con�ict� send a special control message
CONFLICT that noti�es all nodes between
them to start a con�ict resolution process	 This
propagation will be completed in one cycle	

�	 The objective of the con�ict resolution process
is to get the two nodes causing the con�ict to
exchange their messages	 The message with
the smaller label is then allowed to proceed to
a terminal node on the bus component� and
the other is discarded� thus setting an orienta�
tion for the bus component	 Processors reach
the above objective in a recursive fashion as
follows�

� initialize all nodes as active	

� an active node whose label is neither lo�
cally minimal nor locally maximal be�
comes inactive and connects its ports to
short circuit the bus component locally	

� an active node whose label is a local max�
imum exchanges the labels of the two ad�
jacent local minima� then becomes inac�
tive and connects its ports to short cir�
cuit the bus component locally	

The process continues until the two nodes caus�
ing the con�ict exchange their labels	

Note that the above broadcast operations are
feasible since the two nodes that recognized
the con�ict are separated by less than k bus
segments	



The above procedure runs in O� l
k
�logk� steps

in each bus component� and thus inO� l
k
�log k�n

k
�

steps for the whole k�constrained recon�gurable
mesh� where the n

k
term represents the time needed

to establish the termination of the bus orienta�
tion process	 Therefore we conclude that multiple
broadcasting can be completed in O�m� l

k
�logk�

n
k
� steps� where m is the largest number of speakers

in any bus component	

� Concluding Remarks

In section �� we presented an ecient algorithm
to simulate the broadcasting by one speaker in
each linear bus component on a k�constrained re�
con�gurable mesh	 The algorithm completes the
broadcast operation in O� l

k
� n

k
� cycles� which is

optimal in the worst case	 The algorithm is easy to
modify for tree�shaped bus components	 However�
the time for simulating a broadcast can not easily
be established in arbirtary tree�shaped buses	

The next stage in our investigation is to develop
a signal propagation model for tree�shaped buses in
k�constrained recon�gurable meshes� and to study
the complexity of identifying the best schedule to
broadcast a message in such bus components	 Per�
forming multiple broadcasts on a tree�shaped bus
component is another problem to be investigated	
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